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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
The original classification of simple Lie triple systems given by Lister [3] 
proceeded by realizing the triple system as the subspace Sp, where tic = 
{x E s ) x”I = EX}, E = & 1, for a Lie algebra 2 with involutorial automorphism c 
and then classifying the pairs (2, o). We shall show that beginning with the 
Dynkin diagram for !I?- and adding a node for each 2+-irreducible submodule 
of 2- one obtains an affine Dynkin diagram. This permits a quick classification 
of simple Lie triple systems. 
Recall that a Lie triple system 2 has a trilinear product [xya] satisfying 
PYZI + b?] = 0, (1) 
[qJz] + [yzx] t [my] = 0, 0) 
[[XY.4 uul == [[cull WI + [~[YufM + [~Y[~~~ll. (3) 
Letting [.vyzj = z&(x, y) = xR(y, z), we see that R(2, ‘L) is a Lie algebra 
acting on Z. Moreover, [x, y] = R(x, y), [xD] == xD, x, y E 3, DE R(Z, ?) 
define a Lie algebra -r?(Z) = Z @ R(2, 2). Also u: x + D - --N L- D is an 
involutorial automorphism of L’ == I?(2) with Q- := I, S’ = R(Z, 2). From 
131, we recall the following. 
PROPOSITION I. If 5 is a simple Lie triple system over an algebraically 
closed$eld of characteristic zero then L?(S) is either simple or the direct sum of two 
isomorphic simple ideals. Moreover, either 
(1) R(2, ?) is semisimple and acts irreducibly on 2, or 
(2) R(2,2) is the direct sum of a semisimpleLie algebra and its one-dimensional 
center and 2 = ‘9J$ @ W, , where +9X1 is an irreducible R(T, 2) module and 
[‘m,w,m,] = 0. 
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If 2 is as in Proposition 1, then the Killing form K of a(Z) is nondegenerate. 
Since 0 is an automorphism of 9 it preserves K, so K(!k, 9+) = 0. Thus, K is 
nondegenerate on Z = 5? and R(Z, 2) = Q+. Let $ be a Cartan subalgebra 
of 94~. If So6 is the weight space in 5? belonging to p then for x E L),‘, y E &E we 
have 0 = K([xh], y) + K(x, [yh]) = (p + A)(h) K(x, y), so K(%“, LA’) = 0 
unless A = - p. Hence, 5&E is paired with !Gz, . In particular, K is nondegenerate 
on 5 = S, . Define t, E sj by p(h) = K(t, , h). Now if x E Q!,‘, y E E, , 
p + 0, then [x, y] E $ and K([x, y], h) = K(x, [yh]) = -p(h) K(x, y) = 
K(-K(x, y)t, , h) for h E sj. Thus, [x, y] = -K(x, y)t, . Rechoosing y E 9?, 
we may assume [x, y] = t, . If p(tJ = 0 then [x, tJ = [y, to] = 0 and X, y, t, 
span a solvable subalgebra of 9. Since t, = [x, y], ad, t, is nilpotent by Lie’s 
theorem. However, t, E $j is semisimple, so t, = 0, a contradiction. Thus, 
a, :Y: K(t,, , t,) = p(t,) # 0. Setting h, = 2@,, , x, = x, and ye0 = 2u;‘y we 
get a three-dimensional simple subalgebra 6, isomorphic to A,. If h is 
another weight, then the G,-submodule of 53 generated by 9,,’ contains an 
irreducible submodule spanned by vectors belonging to weights h - rp,..., 
X + qp for some nonnegative integers Y and q. Since (A - rp)(h,) = -(A + qp) 
(h,), we have X(h,) = Y - q E Z!. We have shown 
LEMMA 2. If 2 is a simple Lie triple system over an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic zero, then 2(X, p)/(p, p) E Z f OY nonzero weights h, p of the Cartan 
subalgebra !$ of Q+ acting on !&, where (X, p) = K(t, , tP) and K(tp , h) = p(h) 
for h E 9. 
Let (pi ,..., 01~ be a set a simple roots for !G+, let cxlfl be the minimal weight of 
2 if 2 is irreducible, and let alfl , c~+s be the minimal weights of the two ir- 
reducible components of 2 otherwise. Set A,j = 2(~, , a,)/(aj , a?). 
LEMMA 3. A,, < 0 for i #j and there aye nonnegative integers m, ,..., m, so 
m-4 = 0, where m = (m, ,..., ml , 2) if Z is irreducible and m = (m, ,..., m, , 1, 1) 
otherwise. 
Proof. To show Aij < 0, it suffices to show [x~, , y-J = 0. If 01~ or aj is a 
simple root, this is an immediate consequence of the properties of simple roots 
and minimal weights. We are left with the case 2 = !lJ& @ ‘!& with minimal 
weights ~r+r := pi and art2 = t+. Since ad ‘%I& ad ‘!IR, maps !Z+ and !lJ& to 0 
and !I& to !I& , we see K(‘9JZm, , ‘9JIJ = 0. Thus, !IJJ,, and ‘91, are dual modules. 
For x’,~ E ‘33, , the corresponding y-,, E ‘9J& . Thus, [x,, , y-J C [mZ,%RJ = 0 
and similarly [.Q, , y-,,3 = 0. 
To find mr ,..., m, , when 2 is irreducible, we first note that -al+i is weight 
of $5 acting on 5 so -01~+r = 01~+~  & m,a, , m, 3 0; i.e., p = &r miai + 
201~,, == 0. Similarly, if Z = ‘3X1 @ ‘9&, --c~~+s is a weight of sj on $9X1 so 
P = iL1 w+ + 01~+~  cxLf2 = 0 for m, > 0. Since 2(p, ~)/(a~, zj) = 0, we 
have mA = 0. 
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The classification of the possible matrices A occurring in Lemma 3 is known 
[l]. Since we have a simple proof of a more general result, we include it here. 
We associate with A a graph I’ with a node for each index i and i -dl, j directed 
edges from node i to node j if i # j. By convention, 
will mean 
and if / A,, 1 = 1 and 1 A. j > 1, only the j Ai, 1 arrows from i to j will be 
drawn. This is permissable since A,, = 0 implies Azj = 0. 
LEMMA 4. If A is an integral matrix with ,4,, = 2, 8, < 0 and A,, = 0 
implying Aj, = 0, if r is connected, and I.. m is a nonzero row vector of nonnegative 
integers with mA having nonnegative entries, then 
(a) r is an ordinary Dynkin diagram with C miq a dominant weight, if 
mA#O, 
(b) T is one of the following afine Dynkin diagrams with indicated m, , up 
to rational multiple, if mA = 0: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(4 
;-(=c, 1 
#I-- ~-<X~> 
1 1’ 
o-(“=0--O 
2 3 2 1 
,>=)=O--o ... o-0=)=0, 0=)=0-o *-- +.-o~(=o, 
I 2222 2 12222 1 
0; 
1 
p,;-; ‘*- ;-;=>=;, o\o-o . . . 
~1 
1o/2 2 ;-;=(=y 
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1 1 
(vi) lG<’ 
.*. 0 
1 
o . . . ,2pl 
(vii) o--c-~~=(=G----o, c-@-o~)=Q--$ 
123 21 123 42 
(viii) 
2 3 
0 0 
I > I ~,--rj-O--r~-~:--lJ-C ‘)-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
1234321 24654321 
Proof. The condition vii having nonnegative entries is just 2v, 3 &i 
z, 1 Ai, I. Thus, if ok >, 0 and v& = 0 for some i, then v = 0 by the connected- 
ness of r. In particular, m, # 0. Suppose mA = 0 and i and x%A have non- 
negative entries. Let r be the minimum of +zJrn, so z1 = fi - rm is a rational 
vector with nonnegative entries and some v, = 0. Since ~~4 = CA, we see 
ZI = 0 and Kz is a rational multiple of m. Now suppose r has r’ as a subgraph 
and M is the restriction of m to r’. If A’ is the corresponding matrix, clearly 
MA’ has nonnegative entries. If m’A’ = 0 for some nonzero row vector m’ 
of nonnegative integers, if A:, = 0 implies Ai, = 0 and if r’ is connected, then 
% is a rational multiple of m’, so HA’ = 0. Now r’ = r since there can be 
no additional edges coming into a node of I”. Hence, m = 7%. We have now 
shown that if r has a connected subgraph r’ for which m’9’ = 0 for some ?n’, 
then r is P and m = m’ up to rational multiple. In particular, if r contains 
one of the graphs (i)-(viii), it must be it. Assume now that r contains none of 
those graphs. r has no quadruple or higher bonds by (i). If there is a triple 
bond, it must be G, by (ii). There cannot be two double bonds by (iii), nor 
two branchings by (iv), nor a branch and a double bond by (v). Also, (vi) gives 
no loops. If there is a double bond, it is B, , C, or F4 by (vii). If r has a branch, 
it is L), , E, , E, , or E, by (viii). Finally, if there are no branches, it is A, _ 
Since each of these graphs is contained in one from (i)-(viii), mA # 0. Also, 
if X = C mpE , we have 2(/\, ol,)/(olz , a,) is a nonnegative integer and nonzero for 
some i, so X is a dominant weight. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we may now associate an affine Dynkin diagram 
to each simple Lie triple system over an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic zero. We aIso indicate by @ the node or nodes coming from weights on 2. 
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The proof of Lemma 3, shows that if one node is marked the corresponding mp 
in Lemma 4 is 1 or 2. If two nodes are marked, both mi’s are 1. In this case, 
5 = ‘%I, @ ‘$I& . No simple component of 2+ can act trivially on !YJ& for then 
it would act trivially on Z, since %I& and !I& are dual !iZ+-modules. Thus, unless 
the graph is a cycle the two marked nodes must be end nodes. The duality of 1112, 
and !JJJ, also eliminates: 
@\a---, . . . fi- O=(=@ 
o/ 
@--c-o=(=+--@ 
The self-duality of 2 with one marked node eliminates: 
If 2 is irreducible, then the restriction of K to % is a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form which is the unique Q+-invariant bilinear form on 2 up to scalar 
factor. In particular, X cannot have a symplectic O-+-invariant form. This 
eliminates: 
@Z(E@ 
0=)=0-O . . . ” . . . +.w(,=)=~ 
“=)=0-s? ... @.-O=)=~ 
‘-\ , ,(3-o ... $1 ‘.. o--i)=(=o 
o--o-o=(=o-0 
If 5 = ‘9JIr @ ‘!JJI, , then [[!G+, %RJz,]%Rnz,] _C [%I& , ‘9&] = 0 so OL + 2~~ is not a 
weight if 01 is a root of !@ and pz is a weight of ‘JJ& . Thus 1 Aij / < 1 if i is not 
marked and j is marked. This removes: 
@=(=0-O . . . o---o=>=0 
Finally, we wish to eliminate: 
@\ o,n-O ..* o-o=<=0 
Here, we may take 9X, and ‘$I& to be copies of a vector space ‘9X with symplectic 
form ( , ) and let P+ = Ke @ sp(%II) where k is the field, xie = (--I)$ for 
Gem*, and sp(!JJI) is the symplectic Lie algebra acting on ‘9X. Since the weight 
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of the adjoint representation of sp(9l2) is twice that of sp(9J2) acting on ‘%2, there 
is a single copy of sp(W) in the decomposition of ‘%I2 @ 9J2 as a sp(W) module. 
Thus, up to scalar factor, there is a unique sp(!lJ2)-module homomorphism of 
9J2 @ 9J2 to sp(9J2); namely y @ z -+ S(y, z) where xS(y, z) = (x, y) z f 
s<x, z)y. Now ya @ z, -+ R(y, , zr) is a Q+-module homomorphism, so if x + x, 
is the identification of W with 9X,, we see that the component of R(y, , zi) in 
sp(9J2) is a multiple of S(y, 2). Similarly, the component of R(y, , zr) in ke is a 
multiple of C;y, z;e. Thus, R(y, , xi) = a(y, z>e + bS(y, z) and [x1y2z,] - 
4y, z:‘,st -r Wx, yh + Kx, z)y, . Now0 = [qygJ + [yzvJ + [+wJ~] = 
[wz~J - [w2x11 = (a + 6) <r, x>xI + (a + b) <x, yh + 26(x, z)y, . Since 
dim $332 > 4, we can choose x, y, z independent with <x, z\, = 1, ix, y> = 
< y, z;: z~= 0. Hence b = 0. Similarly, a = 0, and R(!Il2a , ‘9X,) = 0, a contradic- 
tion. 
The remaining diagrams correspond to Lie triple systems and are listed in 
Table I. We shah not show that each diagram is realized nor that it uniquely 
TABLE I 
Simple Lie Triple Systems 
Diagram L! Construction 
r.,\ 
\ - . ..c--(3 F 
/ 
‘c 
Di 0 D, 
,’ 
48r/62/2-10 
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TABLE I-Continued 
Diagram I! Construction 
o-o-o=<=o-0 
~-O--.-0=(=0-~ 
~-(p--o=)=o-o 
o-@-o=>=o-o 
O--~--Q=>=O-@ 
>q 
I 
o-o-c-o-o 
r, 
o--,7-,3- -‘-,-, 
Table continued 
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TABLE I-Continued 
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Diagram 2 Construction 
-.__~- 
0 
,- I I-, 
\ 
N’ 
--’ . ..r.-‘,::- 
<.’ 
. n 
,/ . . \, 
,;’ 
\\ 
‘c?J 
,’ 
‘, . . . r) 
0 
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determines T. We do indicate the corresponding enveloping algebra 2 = 
f!(Z) = 2 @ R(2, 2) for each diagram and constructions for many of the 
diagrams. A Lie algebra is a Lie triple system via [x[ya]] and is listed by the 
Lie algebra in the table. The elements of trace zero of a Jordan algebra J form 
a Lie triple system SO [3]. Here ~(Cu,) denotes the Jordan algebra of n x 1z 
hermitian matrices over 9I for ‘$I the field k, the quaternions Q or the octonions 
c) (n =: 3), and J(P) the Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate bilinear form on 
a vector space of dimension n. A degree 3 Jordan algebra ,7 gives rise to a 
symplectic ternary algebra 9X = (5 2) and a Lie triple system Z(J) == ‘9JI @5jI 
[2]. Finally, the diagrams with two nodes marked correspond to Lie triple systems 
constructed from Jordan pairs [4]. H ere a(&) denotes the alternating I x 1 
matrices over k and Vfut,? the t x s matrices over ‘$I for 21 = k or D. Each 
diagram has 1 -7- 1 nodes. 
The original observation that Lie triple systems possess affine Dynkin diagrams 
was made jointly with Joseph C. Ferrar and checked using Lister’s classification 
[31. 
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